
About the Campaign 
Draft Magazine was looking for a fresh way to reach new users, and to activate their existing readers 
through a fun contest that asked, “What is the best Beer Town in the USA?”  

Draft had previously run voting campaigns on other platforms. But because those platforms require a 
lengthy and costly manual setup, Draft was looking for a platform that easier and faster offering a higher 
ROI.  

Campaign Goals 
• Drive user engagement by providing a fun contest about beer towns 
• Grow their email list through asking for registrations before voting 
• Save staff time on the campaign and reduce cost of running contest 

What Draft Magazine did 
Draft used our self-service platform to create a 
compelling image and text based contest for towns 
across the country. They ran a Bracket contest on their 
website, and drove traffic to the contest both from their 
site and through social channels. The campaign finished 
using our Popolarity voting product for open voting.  
This campaign was a huge success! 

Results 
• Over 280,000 votes in total 
• Average of 11 pages per visit per user 
• Close to 3 minutes time on site per viewer 
• Captured thousands of new leads for email list 

About Draft Magazine  
With more than 1,600 breweries in the US today and hundreds more opening their doors, even a 
connoisseur needs help navigating the shelves. DRAFT's beer, restaurant and bar reviews; travel stories; 
recipes; pairings and more are the preeminent guide to the world of beer. 

About Bracketeers 
Bracketeers is the social contest and voting platform that allows you to easily turn your content into 
contests to share, engage and generate leads all within minutes through familiar bracket style 
tournaments.  
 
Let us Help Your Business Too  
Contact sales@bracketeers.com or call 202.596.8480 to learn more!  
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